HAND MOP KIT - A reusable mop for recovery of light oils
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HAND MOP KIT - A reusable mop for recovery of light oils

The HAND MOP KIT is ideal for cleaning up oil from ground or water surfaces.

The polypropylene mop head will recover a wide range of oils or even liquid fats. It is better suited for use on light oils such as diesel, kerosene, sump and engine oil. These oils can be squeezed from the absorbent fibres. Once the mop head has been squeezed of excess oil it is ready to pick up more!

The mop head does not have to be washed prior to storage. The mop head is squeezed by the foot operated wringer bucket, which is supplied with the kit. This process can be repeated as many times as required. The HAND MOP KIT therefore presents to users of oil absorbents a real opportunity for cost savings. Supplied as a kit of two mops (polypropylene mop head and wooden handle with spring catch) and one wringer bucket. This system is ideal for industry, marine, oil terminals, food manufacturers and many others. It is especially suitable for oil recovery from restricted/confined areas, such as bilges, tanks and around pontoons, machines and jetties.

The hand mop also has the special ability to recover oil from within waterlogged grasses and weeds without damage to the vegetation.

Advantages of HAND MOP KIT:
• Hand mop for recovery of oils
• Selective recovery of oil on the ground or on water
• Hand mops are reusable
• Reduced disposal problems of liquid oil
• Cheaper than non-reusable absorbents
• High absorption capacity
• Kit comes with two hand mops and one wringer bucket

TECHNICAL DATA

Detergents or surfactants will impair the efficiency of the mop head. If the mop comes into contact with detergents its oil recovery capability can be restored by rinsing in water. Do not use the mop on viscous or heavy oil - as they will not squeeze off the fibres very easily.

Heavy oils can be cleaned out of the mop head by immersion in diesel to dilute the contaminant.

Store the mop by placing a plastic bag over the mop head and securing.

Replacement mop heads can be supplied.